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TPP Onboarding (v2.0-beta) 
A TPP can request credentials for the OpenBanking sandbox and LIVE environments submitting an 

API request to the following endpoints 

POST <BASE_URL>/openbankingext/v1/onboarding/requests 

Content : application/json 

 

{ 

  "contactEmail": "<CONTACT_EMAIL>", 

  "pspRoles": ["<PSP_ROLE1>", "<PSP_ROLE2>"], 

  "redirectUris": ["<REDIRECT_URI1>", <REDIRECT_URI2>, … ] 

} 

A valid response is 202 with an empty payload, since the onboarding process requires, for security 

reasons, admin approval. 

The connection must be secured by mTLS, where the calling party should present a valid eIDAS 

QWAC certificate. 

<BASE_URL> depends on the environment the TPP is requesting access. 

For SANDBOX environment the value is “https://tp-pp.flowe.com”, while for LIVE environment is 

“https://tp.flowe.com”. 

<CONTACT_EMAIL> is the email address where the TPP wants to receive credentials and further info 

regarding planned maintences and other important communications for TPPs. 

<PSP_ROLE>: can assume two values: “PSP_AI”, which stand for AISP, and “PSP_PI”, which stand for 

PISP. Set the field according to roles the TPP is requesting. 

<REDIRECT_URI>: Given that Flowe AuthN/AuthZ mechanism is SCA Approach with OAuth2 pre-step, 

this parameter contains OAuth2 Authorization Code Grant redirect URIs for the TPP client. 

For any further information or issues encountered during the onboarding process, please contact 

openbanking at flowe dot com.  
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TPP Onboarding (v1.0-old) 
A TPP can request credentials for the PSD2 sandbox environment and the LIVE PSD2 environment by 

sending an email to openbanking@flowe.com, specifying in the subject “[PSD Sandbox]” in the 

former case, while “[PSD2 LIVE]” for the latter, and the information specified in the following table. 

 Sandbox Live 

eIDAS QWAC certificate Mandatory Mandatory 

Desired PSP roles Mandatory Mandatory 

TPP Name Mandatory Mandatory 

TPP Country Mandatory Mandatory 

TPP City Mandatory Mandatory 

TPP Address Mandatory Mandatory 

TPP Postal Code Mandatory Mandatory 

OAuth2 Redirect Uri Mandatory Mandatory 

Company’s Corporate Name Mandatory Mandatory 

Company’s VAT Number Mandatory Mandatory 

Company’s Website Mandatory Mandatory 

Name and country of origin of 
the National Competent 
Authority 

Optional Optional 

Registration number of the 
National Competent Authority 

Optional Optional 

Contact Person Name Mandatory Optional 

Contact Person Surname Mandatory Optional 

Contact Phone Mandatory Optional 

Contact Mail (corporate email) Mandatory Optional but strongly 
suggested to ease the 
communication between the 
parties 

Agreement of terms and 
conditions and processing of 
personal data 

Mandatory Optional 

 

Your credentials will be provided after an internal validation process. 
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